
I just received my personalized treatment plan. My prescription is ready at the 
pharmacy down the street. And I never left my house. Now that’s convenience! 
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virtuwell: Your 24/7 online clinic

Online diagnosis and prescriptions
Get started at virtuwell.com. Developed by HealthPartners, 
virtuwell is a great option for getting help with simple 
medical conditions like cold and flu, ear pain and sinus 
infections. You’ll take a quick online interview that checks 
your history and makes sure your problem isn’t serious. 

Trusted advice
With virtuwell, you’re helped by nurse practitioners with 
experience in treating common conditions. They can also 
write prescriptions. If you have questions during or after 
your visit, they're always available. 

Fast response
When you finish your interview, a nurse practitioner reviews 
it in about 30 minutes. Your personalized Treatment Plan 
notification will come to you by email or text. Then just 
log on to virtuwell.com to view it. It will include your 
diagnosis with suggestions to help you get better. If you 
need a prescription, virtuwell will send it to the pharmacy 
you choose.

Affordable care
Using virtuwell costs only $40 or less, depending on your 
insurance.* HealthPartners insurance is accepted, but you 
don’t need to be a HealthPartners member to use virtuwell. 
And if you’re not completely satisfied with your experience 
— for any reason — virtuwell will refund your money. 

Using virtuwell is simple:
1. Visit virtuwell.com

2. Take a quick online interview.

3. Get your Treatment Plan notification via email or text.

4. Feel better!

Do you have the flu? Or a child with pinkeye? Visit virtuwell™, any time, right from your computer. It’s a simple, 
convenient way to get help for 30 everyday conditions that can get in the way of your family’s busy life.

virtuwell is simple to use and always there when 

you need it. Learn more about virtuwell and find 

out what it can treat at virtuwell.com.


